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David Goodfellow of

American Pfauter, L.P.
Gear Technology speaks with David
Goodfellow, president of American
Pfauter, L.P., and Pfauter-Maag Cutting
Tools, L.P., to get his impressions about
the state of the gear industry and its
prospects for the future.
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Tired of holding up production of
your high quality gears while you
wait for overseas quality diamond
dressing discs? Wait no more.
Winter's premier quaMy diamond
dressing discs are manufactured right
here in America, in 11 state-of-the-art
facility in Travelers Rest,
South Carolina.
That
means immediate access
to the world's
finest
.
._~i
quality dressing discs for
-your
Reishauer
SPA, i
~
Fassler DSA, Okamoto or
Csepel dressing units.
I

You won't have to go overseas when
your dressing discs need repair,
either. Our sets of dressing discs
are offered two ways: sintered,
randomly
distributed
diamond,
or plated, single layer, randomly
distributed
diamond.
We offer
a full range of standard
modules and diametral
pitches. If you require
module
.
i a non-standard
or
a
special
tip
'~
modification,
we can
handle that, too. A I in
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time.
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Ernst Winter & Son, Inc.

P.O. Box 1006 • Travelers Rest, SC29690
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all of the things
ys-

upply the complete

tern. You can 't ju t build a gear-cutting
machine any more; you have 10 build the
tool that goes with il. We make our own
we make our own automation,

tooling,

we make our own software.

The whole

idea is to be self-sustaining,

vertically

integrated

within our process

so we can deliver a complete

capability
package to
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America.
world.
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What that means for us as suppliers
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cost.

the co t of buying hundred

control. packages,
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merge or
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to
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Because

never buy it because
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will get acquired,

the issue
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get there?
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to create
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When do you buy the new lap-
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How do you get to these
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that

and
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nies have
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It's like the computer
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all of them buy tools. What we found
out is that this customer
base is far
more

so rapidly

people.

TURN YOIUIR'
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ines or million dollar gear grinders,

and related tool technology

is changing
scares

machines

Barber

in gear manufacturing

Machine

nology, in the last five to len years than

the Milan Tool Show in Europe, we saw

solution is to be in control.

we bought

have taken place,

more
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oftware deve-

10 spread over that cost. Wthink

there will be hrinkage

REID llNER'

NEVER

TOLD YOU THE COMPLETE STORY
NOW

YOU WILL GET EV,ERY

in the gear mar-

DETAIL

ket both from our ell remer ba e and our
supplier base.
Also, tool. machine and productivity
technology
pieces

all say we will make more

with fewer

units of equipment.

We will make more pieces

with fewer

,P'C~2'OICGA®
A Proven Design wjth Todays'
Technology

tools. The tool may be more expensive,
but there are going to be fewer units, so
the market shrinks again. II gets smaller
and harder to divide that up.
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GT: Is the machlneer the 1.001 drlving
technology

and productivity

today'?

DG: In this technology

chase,

difficult

is leading

to say which

PROFILE ENGINEERING INC.
I 00 River Street
Springfield,
05156
802-885-9176
Fax 802-885-6559

it's very
right
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in an industrial

environment,

they are no geed, If you can'!

shapers

bring

them in at a cost per piece that is attractive 10 the customer,

they are also no

good, We can generate
tic workpiece

the most fantas-

with the highest

tivity and quality available,

but it might

be at a cost that is not acceptable.
with

than ever before to find

out what technology

10

These

machines

That means no index

drives, no change gears, but they will
have direct-driven
spindles and highspeed capabilities.

They will have a 101

They

will be easier

and

take less time to build. They will probably have

We need to' work more closely
our customers

and grinders.

will be gearless.

of flexibility.

produc-

_

whole

more

purchased

manufacturing

parts.

The

technology

will

You buy more and you assem-

change.

bring them that

they are willing to pay for. We used to
say, "Here is a new process,"

bought

tomers

and cus-

it. But today

they are

looking very closely at cost per piece of
the tool, cost per piece of the machine,
the life and amortization
want

to know

forces-they

life cycles.

Years

ago

nobody cared about this.

When qualnty and
tilm,e are critical.
Ground gears with the quality you
demand for close-tolerance applications
plus the turnaround you expect
from conventional manufacturing.
Unheard of?
Then you've never heard of Niagara Gear.
We use the latest grinding wheel
technologies and all electronic
.Reishauergear grinders to reduce
cycle times- without. sacrificing quality.

Our ground spur and helical gears:
• Result in less scrap and inspection
time to reduce costs and production
delays
• Meet your most demanding requirements for higher loads, faster speeds
and quieter operation
• Never sacri,fice quality and are
manufactured to AGMA Class 15
with crowning
More than 80% of our customers are
Fortune 500 companies. Let us quote
on your next ground gear requirement
and you'll see Why.

GT: What do you think about the
common suggestion
that the American gear industry is in decline?
DG: I don't
industry

consolidation.
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the American

The

American

is just now coming

withthe

fact that. it can't

American
gear

global

products

is in
gear

to grips

be only the

It has to be an

gear industry.

international,

gear

it

] think

industry

player

producing

for the world

market.

There will be fewer, but more capable
companies
There
American
produce

who are global players,

is a tremendous

future

gear manufacturers.

high volumes

for

We can

of high-quality

gears in small, efficient factories with a
lot lessequipment

and far fewer people ..

We have one advantage

here in the

ble more, I think the whole life of the
machine

tools will change.

U.S. right now in that we have a work.-

the machine

force very sympathetic

1.0 tell (he difference

of improving

to the necessity

our competitive

capabili-

a

workforce

ties worldwide.
IOdaythal

!FAX: (716) 874-9003

think

is in decline.

We have

is the most productive

If you go to

tool show today,
between

it's hard
machines

because they are all starting to look the
same.

in the

So, [think

machines

are going

maller,

gearless

to. be the biggest

world .. Our tool factory here at. Pfauter-

introduction

Maag runs 24 hours a day, seven days a

Ihey are the result of CNC controls

week, From a competitive

high-frequency

spindle drives.

FOir

informat.ion

viewpoint,

]

of new technology,

bUI

and

0

think we're poised to really take advantage of some things
other companies

that we have that

friends don't have.
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GT: What's

the

next

step

I think the next step will be small
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